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JOB DESCRIPTION/DUTIES 
 
POOLSIDE COVID OFFICER (PCO) – TO BE COVERED ON A ROTA BASIS BY 

COACHES - PCOS WILL NOT COACH AT THE SAME TIME 
 
JOB PURPOSE.   
The PCO will be the Clubs poolside link for swimmers, other club members, club coaches/teachers 
and pool operator staff. You will report directly to Caroline Wood & Janette Smith who are the Lead 
Covid Officers, on all matters relating to this role.  You will be given a stock of PPE kit.  All coaches 
will have their own individual PPE in a zipper bag.  You will need to have access to TeamUnify/On 
Deck in order to have access to parent’s mobile numbers. 
 
Uniform and PPE 

1. PCOs to wear a hi-viz yellow jacket. 

2. PCOs may wear PPE kit as they feel necessary and comfortable; however, if at any time face 

masks etc become compulsory PCS Officers will be expected to comply. 

3. Distribute any PPE to coaches as and when necessary to top up their supply. 

4. Order any PPE through Lead Covid Officers where stocks are running low. 

 

Parents/Swimmers arriving at the Pool 

5. Only swimmers cleared to swim by the LCOs and marked on the Squad register will be 

allowed to train. PCOs to contact LCOs regarding any problems.  

6. Ensure swimmers use anti-bac gel on entering & exiting the pool arena. 

7. Oversee and ensure swimmers entering the pool area keep to current social distancing rules. 

 

Swimmers/coaches walking around Poolside, Kit Boxes (Spectrum) Change Seat (SSP), (Showers - 

SSP only) 

8. Encourage and remind swimmers to follow the one way systems and current social 

distancing around the pool arena, whilst dropping bags and moving to their lanes. 

9. Direct swimmers to their Kit Box (Spectrum), Change Seat (SSP) in order to change clothes 

and leave bags.  

10.  Remind swimmers whilst changing to face the wall or as directed and not talk. 

11.  Direct swimmers to shower area for 20 second shower (SSP only). 

12.  Remind coaches where necessary to keep to social distancing etc. 

 

Toilet Use by Swimmers/Coaches 

13.  Remind anyone exiting the toilet area to use hand gel. 

14.  Ensure that only one person at a time visits the toilet. 

15. Swimmers must not take bags or clothes into the toilets, only a make-up sized bag is allowed 

regarding sanitary ware. 
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Swimmers Leaving the Pool and Parent Pick-up 

16. Remind Swimmers to follow the procedures and social guidelines, dress and exit pool 

quickly. 

17. Encourage swimmers to wait in agreed area until parents collect them. 

18. Swimmers not collected by parents must return to exit doors and PCO to contact parent  

19. PCO to follow Wavepower Guidance depending on the weather PCO may ask the swimmer 

to re-enter the pool building and wait until parent arrives; 

20. PCO to contact parent if swimmer does not have a mobile phone; 

21. Parent to contact swimmer or PCO when parent arrives; 

22. Swimmer to inform PCO that they are leaving when parent has arrived. 

 

Poolside Incidents / Covid Poolside Incident 

23. Any accident/incident non-covid related in the pool will be dealt with by the lifeguard (who 

has received updated Covid training) 

24. Any possible Covid Incident, coach will alert the PCO by giving 2 peeps on their whistle.  

PCO to ascertain reason for alert; 

25. Put on a face covering and gloves to deal with the incident, if Covid related; 
26. Ask swimmer concerned to wear a face covering;  
27. Alert lifeguard that there is a possible Covid incident; 
28. Collect swimmers belongings if passing the swimmers change seat or kit box, or ask another 

coach to do so; 
29. Escort swimmer socially distanced from poolside to large changing cubicle behind the 

showers and ask them to dry quickly and put on outer clothes; 
30. Ask rest of that lane group to exit the pool and immediately move to their change seat and 

dry off and change into outer clothes and remain in their change seat or next to Kit box until 
parent can pick up or, if 18 and over the swimmer may leave, using anti-bac before leaving 
the poolside; 

31. Contact the parents if under 18 of all swimmers, by mobile and inform them of the incident 
and ask them to pick up the swimmers; 

32. Parents to call PCO to alert them when they arrive at pool; 
33. Ensure swimmer uses anti-bac and then take the swimmer to the exit point and hand over to 

parent  
34. Ask swimmer and their lane group to arrange an immediate Covid-19 test (currently 

available in the park and ride at SSP) and self-isolate until they have received result.  
35. Inform LCO as soon as they are able, who will decide on the next steps to take; 
36. Complete both Club and pool incident form and return to LCO. 

 

Review with LCOs 

37. Following the first three sessions (then periodically but at least weekly) discuss with the 

LCO’s any issues arising from the sessions so as to learn lessons, adjust or add further 

controls and agree any actions which are needed e.g. further communication with swimmers 

on relevant matters identified. 


